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CALENDAR
Mar 16: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
"Something Green Contest"
(In-Person & Online)

For now, Build Sessions will continue
to be held online each Saturday since
the small room at HobbyTown does
not allow enough spacing for inperson sessions.

Mar 20: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)
Mar 27: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)
Apr 3:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Apr 10:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Apr 17:19Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online))

2021 Newsletter Publication Schedule
Month
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)
April 16
May 14
June 11
July 16
August 13
September 10
October 15
November 12

email (Sunday)
April 18
May 16
June 14
July 18
August 15
September 12
October 17
November 14

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to
weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.

Online Monthly Meeting Notes
02/17/2021 Club Meeting held online. MSM President Buz Pezold, joined online. Atlanta Chapter
President, Dave Lockhart opened and conducted the meeting.
1. Officer Reports:
- Treasurer (Art Murray) ...
- Provided current account status
- Dues: $10 for 2021, contact Art to pay
- The club still needs to establish a 2021 budget; everyone should submit budget needs
- Secretary/Newsletter Editor (Bill Easton) ...
- Solicited suggestions for any needed Web site additions/changes
2. March Meeting Decision:
- Following an on-line walk-through of the Lawrenceville Masonic Lodge location by Rober Starnes,
the club held a discussion to determine if members were ready for an in-person meeting and if the
proposed Masonic Lodge would be the location.
- A vote was taken and the Masonic Lodge was accepted for the March meeting location
- A Zoom session will be initiated from the in-person meeting to allow those who choose not to
come in-person to still participate.
3. Don't Forget - March Challenge, "Something Green"
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Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

COMPLETED:
MiG-21, Bill Wofford
F-4, Brian Speer

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

MiG-17, Bill Johnston
B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown
F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore

IN PROCESS:
F-100, Art Murray
Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton
UNASSIGNED:

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)
A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86

Please consider building one of
these models. The museum
folks are always glad to receive
a new model for the museum
ceiling display.

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

CHOA
Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta
at Egleston Hospital

Upcoming Build Sessions:
Activities may be resumed at some point in the Spring.
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MARCH MEETING DETAIL PLANS
Our March, 2020 meeting was the first one cancelled due to COIVID-19. Our March, 2021
meeting will be our first effort to "put our feet back in the water" and get back down to
the business of getting together in-person to hang-out, look over the latest model builds
from members, catch-up on what's been going on in the hobby, and finally to give our
illustrious El Presidente a generally bad time.

Due to a scheduling conflict, Dave Lockhart asked that the March meeting be held
on a Tuesday night rather than the regular Wednesday night so he can be present.
Thanks to the diligent efforts of Robert Starnes for locating, contacting, and
hosting an on-line walk-through of this location, allowing the club to commit to
holding the March in-person meeting there. The location has a couple of big
"pluses" for some, first floor and more parking than was normally available at
PDK.
The plan for Tuesday night is to initiate a Zoom session from the Masonic Lodge
so anyone who can't come in person should still be able to participate. See you
Tuesday!

"

Lawrenceville Masonic Lodge #131
465 S. Perry Street
Lawrenceville, GA 30046
http://lvlodge131.org/location.html
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Trim Tab and Member History Update
Last month we gave some history on the Trim Tab newsletter and we asked that anyone please let us
know if we had missed listing the name of a member who had served as a newsletter editor at some
point. We are disappointed that we missed a couple of folks, but on the other hand, it was great to
hear from them to learn what they are up to these days.
First was a nice note from Sam Lyons:
"I enjoy getting the monthly Trim Tab. I also was editor of the Trim Tab for a while. I joined IPMS
Atlanta back around 1970. I managed Combat Hobbies for a while until it closed then I opened
Historical Hobbies and ran that from 1975-1985. After that I started my art career and have been doing
that ever since.
Sam Lyons"
For more information on how Sam has been pursuing his art career, take a look at his Web site:
www.lyonsstudio.com
Wishing you all the best and continued success with your art career, Sam!
Second was a message from another long-time modeler who currently plays an active role in the
Marietta Scale Modelers Club, Coach Mack Cobb:
"Yes I was also the past president and then editor of the Trim Tab. In fact I was the president when we
held our first ever model show in Atlanta. God have we grown since that first show.
Yes Sam and I went to Terry's house to collect his kits after his passing...
Mack Cobb

coachmackcobb@gmail.com"
Thanks for your note, Coach!
More history from Alan Toon:
" .... Combat Hobbies started in Brookhaven near the Post Office and moved to Buford Highway. My
first visit there was in July of 1974. It was the first time that I met Sam Lyons, who managed the store.
There was a half price sale going on at the time. I left with about 8 bags of models, and spent about
$130.00. That would not buy very many models these days.
Combat was owned by one Jack Tomasarov, who also owned several Shoney's restaurants.
I last saw Jack in 1988, running a hot dog stand in downtown Atlanta.
On something else, I received a note from the late Kim McKenzie Howell's brother. He mentioned that
she enjoyed the club very much when she was a member."
Thanks, Alan!
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Trim Tab and Member History Update - Continued
We also heard from our friend Fred Horky. Fred passed along the following comment, and he also
included a great piece on radial engines:
"Thanks for your latest 'Trim Tab'; as always very interesting.
The Trim Tab history is noteworthy for several reasons. Noted was another Atlanta-area modeling
name, Jim Galloway, mentioned in the reproduced Sam Lyons letter that mentioned 'Jo-Han'.

Jim was a south-Metro stalwart, while I was much farther south in Warner Robins and saw Jim only
infrequently. He was one of many taken from us far too early ...and one I wish I had the opportunity to
know better. Jim was definitely "...one of the 'good guys.'
Jim Pernikoff's literary listings always commanded attention: especially enjoyed was his article about
those big engines with pistons flailing up and down and thousands of other parts trying to beat each
other to death.
The engines of today's jet jocks are out there on the wing (or aft fuselage) for years, not merely a
hoped-for few hundred hours. They will never know the thrills that those big piston engines could
provide! (About all my experience was with BRE's ...Big Round Engines.)

Looking out the from the
cockpit of a C-119.

Usually those thrills happened at the worst possible moment."
Be sure to see what Fred called a "tongue-in-cheek treatise on the subject" which is included later in
the newsletter.
Thank you, Fred! Always great to hear from you.
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Real/"Virtual" Table - For the March In-Person/Online Meeting ...

From Last Meeting - Congratulations to Fernando Sanchez!
FEBRUARY MODEL OF THE MONTH

Fernando's "Country Cousin" M3 Tank was
voted Model of the Month at the February
Online Meeting.

We received a few pictures of "Green" entrants for the March Annual Club
Contest.
Take a look at the the following pages for a preview ...
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Figure From Jim Elmore
GREEN CONTEST

These are pics of my entry in
the March "Green" contest.
This is a Troll by Reaper
Miniatures, painted with Reaper
paints. I only used four colors
of paint in this figure, which
stands about 2 1/2 inches tall.
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Stew Swartz
M5A1 Light Tank
1/35
TAMIYA
Must have been very tight quarters for
its four-man crew on the real thing.
It's original clunky diesel engine was
replaced by two Cadillac V-8s with
Hydramatic transmission systems,
which gave it a very smooth ride. It had
a gyro-stabilizer for its 37 mm gun,
which surprised me as I thought that
didn't come along until much later.
Weathering was done with Vallejo
Pigments and course turf from a train
layout.
Didn't care for the fit of parts, especially
trying to put the upper and lower hull
together... when the front went on the
back came up, then the reverse time
and again... and again.
Anyway, its green and that is the March
theme, right?
The Brits gave it the Stuart name.

GREEN CONTEST
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Ed Sveum
"The Incredible Hulk"
1/12
Polar Lights
It was built out of the box. It fit fair. It
did require some more cleaning up
the seams. It was painted by hand
brushing acrylic base colors (green,
purple) and then using oil paints to
shade, blend and highlight the figure.
It was given a fairly liberal dose of
pastel chalks to make it dirty and
blend it in with the base. The base
was also out of the box. Again,
painted with acrylics and weathered
with oil paints and then pastel chalks
to look like real dirt and dust.
It was a fun change from my usual
modeling subjects.

GREEN CONTEST
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One From Fernando Sanchez
Kubelwagen
Fernando put in a good bit of scratch-building and resin casting on
this one. He has not passed along any other specifics about the
kit or techniques used aside from pictures. The scale is assumed
to be 1/35. Hopefully, he will fill-in the blanks during the meeting
Tuesday.
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Second From Fernando Sanchez

GREEN CONTEST

Trubia Naval (1937)
1/35
Resin Kit from FC Models
Built OOB
Paints: Model Master. Acrylic.
Additions: Triangles on the side are styrene sheet cut.
Weathering: Flory + Oil Paint Rendering, Acrylic Paint sprayed.
Decal: Black Cross is decal cannibalism from other kits.
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Contribution from Dennis Moore
P-38J
1/48
Revell/Monogram
Say "Hey" to Dennis Moore who is new
to our club. He sent along some
pictures of a P-38 he completed
sometime ago along with a nice
description.
"Marge"
by Dennis Moore
Richard Bong flew a Lockheed P-38
Lightning during WWII for the United
States Army Air Forces in the Southwest
Pacific. He still leads our country as the
American Ace of Aces with 40 victories,
earning the Medal of Honor. Bong later
became a test pilot flying the P-80
Shooting Star jet fighter when he died
during a test flight.
Because Bong felt like he lacked in
gunnery accuracy, he flew his P-38
dangerously close to enemy aircraft with
tremendous skill to shoot them down.
Sometimes, he flew so close, Bong went
right through the debris as his adversary
exploded. He earned many decorations
as an American pilot, including the
Medal of Honor, Distinguished Service
Cross, and Silver Star.
I built his P-38 which he named
"Marge" in 1/48 scale. Bong adorned his
aircraft with nose art of a photographic
image of his wife Marjorie Vattendahl.
"Marge" now sits at the Richard I. Bong
Veterans Historical Center which
opened on his birthday on 24SEP2002.
It is a restored P-38L Lightning.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...
2021 Club Dues:
If you have not yet paid your $10 club dues for 2021 and want to use PayPal, you can utilize the following
address in PayPal to get your dues to Art Murray:
ipms.atlantacon@gmail.com
In your PayPal payment, just indicate your name and that the $10 is for your 2021 dues.
From Buz Pezold, Marietta Scale Modelers President:
"JAX CON 2021 at Jacksonville, Florida is a "GO" for Saturday, 10 APRIL 2021."

Jim Saunders has donated some materials to the club either for distribution to club members or to
make available at the October AtlantaCon. The materials should be discussed at the March
meeting:
10 Wings magazines
10 IPMSA Journals
3 Kinzey Scale Mags
2 Warbird Tech
15 Squadron Signal
1 Living Fame
8 How-to-do Modeling Pubs
13 Coffee Table type (good references)
4 Classic Warplanes
6 Osprey pubs
1 Marine pub
13 Miscellaneous pubs (Includes excellent Japanese Aircraft of the Pacific War)
Miscellaneous Mags and research articles
22 Kits
25 Finished models
Small tools and supplies
Thank you, Jim!
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS
by Jim Pernikoff
Two from the Middle East @War series from Helion this month. #29 is In the
Claws of the Tomcat, US Navy F-14 Tomcats in Air Combat Against Iran and
Iraq, 1987-2000. The subtitle shows that this comes after the two celebrated
Libyan shoot-downs. The bulk of the material covers Desert Storm, in which
author Tom Cooper provides substantial proof that the sole Mi-17 helicopter that
a Tomcat was said to have shot down was almost certainly not the only F-14 kill
during the conflict, but he also provides proof that the F-14 that was supposedly
shot down by a SAM may have fallen victim to a MiG-29 instead. The 1987
incident described was an encounter with an Iranian F-4 where, due to missile
issues on both sides, an F-14 failed to down the Phantom but did keep it from
shooting down a P-3 Orion. And in 1999, a Tomcat may have scored a kill while
enforcing the “no-fly” zone over southern Iraq. There is a lot of interesting data
here, along with the usual 7 pages of color side-views showing both F-14s and
their adversaries, as well as a useful map. This is another interesting book in the series, and a useful
purchase for F-14 fans.
#30 is Air Power and the Arab World 1909-1955, Vol. 3, Colonial Skies
1918-1936. This follows on from the previous volume in this mini-series,
which dealt with activities during WWI. During this period, the European
colonial powers, Britain, France, Italy and Spain, still controlled the skies
over their Arab colonies, and the book describes activities from west to east:
France and Spain in Morocco, France in Algeria and Tunisia, Italy in Libya,
and Britain and France in the Middle East. The photos are most interesting,
and the seven pages of color side views show both unfamiliar aircraft, and
familiar aircraft in unfamiliar colors. There is also coverage of the formation
of local air forces in neighboring Iran and Ethiopia. This is proving a most
enlightening mini-series and modelers looking for different markings may find
them here. (The first copy I received had a binding defect, so if you buy one,
don’t forget to check its integrity.)
Pacific Profiles, Volume 2, Japanese Army Bombers, Transports &
Miscellaneous Types, New Guinea & the Solomons 1942-1944, from Avonmore
Books of Australia, is the second in the series, the first of which I reviewed in
December. Again, this is a color & markings series, this time focusing on Dinah,
Helen, Lily, Sally and Sonia. The first chapter gives some technical data on each
of the featured types. The aircraft are again illustrated by unit number, with
photographic backup for the color side-views and occasional three-views. A large
number of the aircraft in the photos are heavily damaged, which might give you
some model-building ideas! There is an extensive bibliography and, again, an
index of names. Another interesting book about Japanese Army aviation in the
mid-war period.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
A quartet from Osprey this month. Air Campaign #21, Battle of the Atlantic
1942-45, is the follow-on to #15. 1942 was a rough year, but by 1943
advancements in aircraft and technology allowed the Allies to turn the tide and end
the U-boats’ “Happy Time”. Land-based aircraft like Venturas and Liberators,
carrier-based aircraft like Avengers and Wildcats and seaplanes like Sunderlands
and Mariners, along with blimps and new tech like Leigh lights, “huff-duff” (high
frequency direction finding) and MAD (magnetic anomaly detection) all helped win
the battle. As usual, the book has exceptional graphics and orders of battle,
including some excellent maps. Maybe not much for the modeler, but still very
interesting.
Combat Aircraft #137, Douglas B/EB-66 Destroyer Units in Combat, gives a
very underrated aircraft its due, since the B-66 has even been overshadowed by
its A-3 cousin. The combat was over Vietnam, where EB-66s provided electronic
escort to fighter-bombers, acting as pathfinders and radar jammers. It was
dangerous work, and some aircraft were lost to both SAMs and MiGs. There are
10 pages of color side views, though all the aircraft were in one of two schemes:
natural metal or Vietnam camouflage. The EB-66s led the way to more
advanced radar jammers like EA-6Bs and EF-111As, and their story has
deserved to be told.
Duel #108, USMC M4A2 Sherman vs
Japanese Type 95 Ha-Go, The Central Pacific
1943-44, may seem like a mismatch, and on a tank-vs-tank basis it was.
(In fact, the Marines had to use High Explosive rounds to defeat their foe,
since Armor Piercing rounds tended to go right through the Ha-Go’s flimsy
armor without exploding!) But the Japanese were able to use tactics and
the terrain to somewhat even the score; the Marines lost a number of
tanks to anti-tank guns, mines and hidden shell holes. Combat is
described on Tarawa, Eniwetok, the Marianas and Peleliu, with quite a
few first-hand accounts included. Technical details on the Ha-Go are
worthwhile since there has been little written about Japanese armor. This
is a more interesting book than the title might otherwise indicate.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
Duel #109, German 88mm Gun vs Allied Armour, North Africa 1941-43, again
describes an apparent mismatch which was ultimately overcome by combined arms
tactics. The detailed technical description of the German guns, the difficulties in
converting an anti-aircraft gun design to operating against ground targets and the
problems in operating in a desert environment are the highlight of the book. The
details of the opposing British and American tanks are included as well, but it was
other factors that eventually resulted in the Allies managing to overcome the
German artillery. The artwork showing the deployment of the German guns may
prove useful to diorama builders.
Bruce Orriss has previously self-published four books
called When Hollywood Ruled the Skies, giving full details to all the movies
about military aviation made in this country. Now he has followed this up with
Coffee, Tea or Turbulence, a similar volume about all the airline-related
movies made in the U.S., from 1933’s Air Hostess to 2016’s Sully. A total of
50 movies are covered, and I can guarantee that you will not have heard of
most of them. The same format is followed: a listing of the cast and technical
credits, then a brief synopsis of the plot, and the story of the making of the
film, emphasizing the aviation aspects, accompanied by some interesting
photos, and sometimes concluding with a review from a movie critic of the
period. I found a lot of typos, but that really doesn’t detract from the book,
which is quite interesting. I believe Orriss has one more book planned in this
series, about other civilian air movies.
New from Key Publishing is the annual United States Air Force Air Power
Yearbook 2021, which, as the cover shows, has feature articles on 5 “new”
aircraft, though 3 of these are variants of existing types and 1 is still under
development. There are also articles updating the status of the B-2, F-22 and
F-35A, and the old C-135 gets three articles, on the status of the KC-135R (at
RAF Mildenhall), RC-135S, RC-135U, RC-135V and RC-135W! The C-5M,
C-17 and EC-130J are also covered in articles, and then there is the very
detailed order of battle, showing the units and bases for all USAF aircraft
worldwide, including ANG and Reserve units. This issue is always a valuable
resource, and along with its USN/USMC counterpart, I buy it annually.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
You would think that Boeing 737, The Longest Serving Airliner, would be
superfluous in light of the excellent Schiffer book, but there is much to
recommend it: newer and larger photos, coverage of the 737 MAX including its
grounding and reinstatement, and good articles about the military variants: the
USAF’s Clipper, the USN’s Poseidon and the Aussies’ Wedgetail. There are
articles about cargo conversions (including fire bombers) and the new LEAP
engine. As is typical in Key bookazines, the photos are exceptional, though
many are of aircraft in Boeing house colors. This publication makes a good
companion to the Schiffer book.
Also from Key is Aviation Archive #53,
Vietnam War, 65th Anniversary Special, Vol
2: US Army, USN, USMC. This one covers
40 aircraft: 9 Army (all helos except the OV-1), 19 Navy and 12 Marine.
Aircraft used by two services have chapters in each section; the Huey
appears in all three! Coverage for each is 1 or 2 pages, and as with the
first volume, the photos are the thing, all having been taken in theater.
Again, the foldouts are not used for larger photos, but simply for more
of them. Taken together, the two volumes made a great photo review
of all U.S. operations in southeast Asia. Next in the series will be
Hawker 100, celebrating the centenary of the manufacturer of
Hurricanes, Typhoons and Hunters.
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An Ode to Big Round Engines

©

a Homil * compiled by Fred Horky
A

d

b

e

e ca ed

Big Ro nd Engine ?

With a displacement of 3,350 cubic inches,
almost TEN TIMES as big as my Corvette

We e
gotta get rid of these
turbines! They're ruining aviation
and our hearing...

!

move it back to "ON" after a
while. My PC is harder to start.
Cranking a round engine requires
skill, finesse and style. You have
to seduce it into starting. It's
like waking up a beautiful and
classy mistress. Treat her right
and you're in for a thrill.
Abuse her and you'll regret it!!!!

A turbine is much too simple, with
no mystery. The air travels
through it in a straight line and
doesn't pick up the pungent
fragrance of hot engine oil or pilot
sweat.
Anybody can start a turbine. You
just move a switch from "OFF" to
"START" and then remember to

Courtesy of Fred Horky

With Big Round-Engines, on
starting the pilot
e
a ce
resembles a philharmonic
conductor, with one hand in a blur
working throttle, mixture, and prop
lever, while the other on the
overhead panel doing a dance on
the starter, starter engage, and
primer switches; all the while his
eyes flitting back and forth from
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the instrument panel to peek over
his shoulder to the crew chief,
standing fireguard outside.
When the starter switch is
pressed, the APU generator (aka
P -P
),
merrily singing away with virtually
no load, grunts heavily as the
seriously big-time load, a virtual
direct short of the starter
windings, hits the APU. The prop
suddenly lurches into motion.
Outside, over the noise of the APU
the crew chief can hear but
ignores the syncopated clangor of
parts rattling inside the engine,
clanging like a barrel of scrap
metal rolling down a hill.
The crew chief holds one hand
aloft, as his
just like a prize-fight
umpire over a downed boxer. H
doing this to make sure the pilot
knows that the engine has turned
enough revolutions to avoid the
before the
ignition magnetos are turned on.
Since oil is incompressible, starting
an engine with oil drained down
into a lower cylinder (
)
MUST bend SOMETHING, usually
a connecting rod!
And who among you jet guys even
know what a magneto IS?

Courtesy of Fred Horky - Continued
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With that hazard past and with
the starter still grinding away, the
pilot continues to watch the crew
chief (all the while still doing his
two-hand ballet on the levers and
switches) to make sure the crew
:

suddenly flips
he pilot
has over-primed the engine, and
that excess gasoline is now pouring
out the induction diffuser drain
onto the ramp like a cow pissing on
a flat rock. (If you
ever seen it,
that the expression is
a VERY appropriate simile!)
This m
M
(1)
quit priming, (2) keep cranking, and
(3) hope the S.O.B. will start
before it catches fire.
On some really BIG planes, those
with a zebra-striped sergeant at
F
E
,
pilots weren't even allowed to
start the engines, but had to sit,
meekly twiddling their thumbs,
while the Panel Engineer
performed the ritual. In due time,
he would announce that the
airplane was indeed ready to be
taxied. (On a REALLY big airplane,
like the B-36. with six big round R4360
J-47 jets .thus
the expression, si t rnin and
four burnin
this magician was
sometimes an officer!)
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Turbines start by whining for a
while, and then give a lady-like
poof before whining a little louder.
The pilot is finishing his coffee.
Round engines give a satisfying
rattle-rattle, click-click, rattleclick-BANG, more rattles, a little
puff of oily smoke, another BANG,
a big macho explosion or two, more
clicks, a LOT more smoke, and
finally a serious low pitched roar.
A huge cloud of bluish oily smoke
drifts away, causing the uninitiated
in the control tower to reach for
the crash phone.

We like all that. In fact, we LOVE
it. It's a GUY thing...

Have you ever wondered why the airlines painted
the engine nacelles and wing BEHIND the
engines black? It was so paying passengers
co ldn ee all he OIL r nning o !

When you have finally started his
big round engine successfully, your
Crew Chief, still outside with his
industrial-strength-size fire
extinguisher, looks up at you and
smiles like he'd let you kiss his
girl, too!
Turbines don't break or catch fire
often enough, which leads to
aircrew boredom, complacency and
inattention. The Round Engine is
really so fragile that its scheduled
time for removal is measured in
just a few hundreds of hours,
instead of years like a jet.

When you start a round engine,
your mind is engaged and you can
concentrate on the flight ahead.
Starting a turbine is like flicking
on a ceiling fan: useful, but hardly
exciting.
A round engine keeps you alert,
knowing that at exactly the

Courtesy of Fred Horky - Continued
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WRONG moment, it will come apart
in the most spectacular way
possible.
At speed, a turbine lulls the pilot
to sleep with a hypnotic steady
whine. A round engine at speed
looks, sounds, and vibrates like it
will blow at any minute. This helps
concentrate the mind!
Turbines don't have enough control
levers or gauges to keep a pilot's
attention. There's nothing to
fiddle with during long flights. In
fact, no long flights.
With the round engine there were
those twelve hours between
California and Hawaii, fiddling with
synchronizing four props the whole
way.

That is, if you were lucky and had
four engines! If it was a twoengine airplane over that same
four-engine ocean, there was also
praying a lot. Sometimes for
sixteen hours.

Courtesy of Fred Horky
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Turbines smell like a Boy Scout
camp full of Coleman Lamps.
Round engines smell like God
intended machines to smell.
Pass this on to an old Round Engine
guy (or anyone who even knows
ha Big R
d E gi e MEANS)
in remembrance of that "Greatest
Generation."
Y
bab ha e
h
ge
his attention, since he most likely
has sacrificed his hearing to the
Altar of Big Round Engines.**

Fred Horky
* Homily: a religious discourse that is
intended primarily for spiritual
edification rather than doctrinal
instruction; a sermon.
** Once the Old BRE pilot gets his foot
in the door at the Veterans
Administration ... ea a
.ge g
a minor service connected disability for
hearing loss (and more importantly, the
expensive hearing aide that goes with it)
a
ea e . A
a
ece a
that the doctor sees all thousands of
hours of BRE time on his Form 5 flight
ec d .

The Trim Tab
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